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It's a cliche that the world is shrinking. As Gene Santoro sees it in his second collection of essays,
music is one arena where that cliche takes on a real, but paradoxical, life: while music crisscrosses
the globe with ever greater speed, musicians seize what's useful, and expand their idioms more
rapidly. More and more since the 1960s, musicians, both in America and abroad, have shown an
uncanny but consistent ability to draw inspiration from quite unexpected sources. We think of Paul
Simon in Graceland, blending Afropop rhythms and Everly Brothers harmonies into a remarkable
new sound that captured imaginations worldwide. Or Jimi Hendrix, trying to wring from guitar the
howling, Doppler-shifting winds he experienced as a paratrooper. Or Thelonius Monk, mingling
Harlem stride piano, bebop, the impressionist harmonies of DeBussey, and a delight in "harmonic
space" that eerily paralleled modern physics. From the startling experiments of such jazz giants as
Charles Mingus, to the political bite of Bob Marley and Bruce Springsteen, we see musicians again
and again taking musical tradition and making it new. The result is a profusion of new forms,
media that are constantly being reinvented--in short, an art form capable of seemingly endless,
and endlessly fascinating, permutations. Gene Santoro's Stir It Up is an ideal guide to this ever
changing soundscape. Santoro is the rare music critic equally at home writing about jazz (John
Coltrane, Ornette Coleman, Tom Harrell), rock (Sting, Elvis Costello, P.J. Harvey), and the
international scene (Jamaican, Brazilian, and African pop music). In Stir It Up, readers will find
thoughtful but unpretentious discussions of such different musicians as David Byrne and Aretha
Franklin, Gilberto Gil and Manu Dibango, Abbey Lincoln and Joe Lovano. And Santoro shows us not
only the distinctive features of the diverse people who create so many dazzling sounds, but also
the subtle and often surprising connections between them. With effortless authority and a rich
sense of music history, he reveals, for instance, how Ornette Coleman was influenced by a mystical
group in Morocco--the Major Musicians of Joujouka--whom he discovered via Rolling Stone Brian
Jones; how John Coltrane's unpredictable, extended sax solos influenced The Byrds, The Grateful
Dead, and most significantly, Jimi Hendrix; and how Bob Marley's reggae combined Rastafarian
chants with American pop, African call-and-response, and Black Nationalist politics into a potent
mix that still shapes musicians from America to Africa, Europe to Asia. A former musician himself,
Santoro is equally illuminating about both the technical aspects of the music and the personal
development of the artists themselves. He offers us telling glimpses into their often turbulent lives:
Ornette Coleman being kicked out of his high school band for improvising, Charles Mingus checking
himself into Bellevue because he'd heard it was a good place to rest, the teenaged Jimi Hendrix
practicing air-guitar with a broom at the foot of his bed, Aretha Franklin's Oedipal struggle with her
larger-than-life preacher-father. Throughout the volume, Santoro's love and knowledge shine
through, as he maps the rewarding terrain of pop music's varied traditions, its eclectic, cross-
cultural borrowings, and its astonishing innovations. What results is a fascinating tour through
twentieth-century popular music: lively, thought-provoking, leavened with humor and unexpected
twists. Stir It Up is sure to challenge readers even as it entertains them.
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period in many ways, was one of the most fervent decades in jazz history. The landmarks of
modern jazz were firmly planted and, it could be.

Monk , Laurent De Wilde, Sep 1, 1998, Fiction, 224 pages. Offers a personal, anecdotal biography
of the controversial jazz pianist, who was big on the New York jazz scene during the 1940s,
1950s, and 1960s.

The Playboy Guide to Jazz , Neil Tesser, Feb 1, 1999, Compact discs, 300 pages. The ideal
introduction to the history of jazz and its rich and varied heritage, this guide profiles 250 of the
best jazz CDs--selected from the thousands available--grouping.

Dancing in Your Head , Gene Santoro, 1944, Jazz, 308 pages. "... The pieces in Dancing In Your
Head examine the historical roots of today's popular music while offering insight into performers
and trends that dominate the current scene.

1,000 Recordings to Hear Before You Die A Listener's Life List, Tom Moon, 2008, Music, 1007
pages. A guide to music provides recommendations on one thousand recordings that represent
the best in such genres as classical, jazz, rock, pop, blues, country, folk, musicals, hip.

Coltrane The Story of a Sound, Ben Ratliff, Sep 18, 2007, Biography & Autobiography, 250 pages.
A study of jazz saxophonist John Coltrane and his musical development looks for the sources of
power in Coltrane's music and examines his important influence and legacy in.

Beale Street crossroads of America's music, William S. Worley, Ernest Withers, Apr 1, 1998,
History, 144 pages. Take the Mississippi River flowing through the heart of America, to Memphis.
Go east and fred the birthplace of the Blues and the heart of our American music heritage. Find.

From Africa to Afrocentric Innovations Some Call "jazz": (1950-2000; Chapters 9-12) , Karlton E.
Hester, 2000, Music, 327 pages. .
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Art farming, 1997-2006 , Wim Delvoye, 2007, Art, 208 pages. Since 1997, Belgian conceptualist
Wim Delvoye has been inking live pigs with all manner of tattoos--from luxury goods logos to
Disney princesses--and exhibiting them as hisSavannah Grey , Cliff McNish, 2011, Juvenile Fiction,
266 pages. As nature seems to be exerting an overpowering force on the world, a fifteen-year-old
English girl learns that she has supernatural powers and discovers her true purpose
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International Business Theory and Strategy : Large and Small Firms Perspectives, , 2008, Big
business, 353 pagesLaw and economics an introductory analysis, Werner Zvi Hirsch, 1988,
Business & Economics, 409 pages. This second edition takes into account the major developments
in economics and jurisprudence that have occurred since the publication of the first edition. A new
chapter has Gene Santoro 1997 More Die of Heartbreak , Saul Bellow, Apr 4, 2013, Fiction, 352
pages. Kenneth Trachtenberg, the witty and eccentric narrator of More Die ofHeartbreak, has left
his native Paris for the Midwest. He has come to benear his beloved uncle, the world
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H. Leeper, Doug Gotthoffer, Oct 1, 1999, Computers, 140 pagesThe problem of choice an
introduction to ethics, William Henry Roberts, 1941, Philosophy, 416 pages



In Search of Alania , Timothy R. Oesch, May 7, 2013, Fiction, 259 pages. A chill ran through
Alania's body upon hearing the villain speak the words Princess Alania. She had not been
addressed as Princess Alania in any sort of public gathering sinceThe Venetian Judgment , David
Stone, Apr 16, 2009, Fiction, 560 pages. An explosive new thriller from the New York Times
bestselling author. CIA cleaner Micah Dalton has taken his revenge against the Serbian gang who
shot his lover. Then he Stir it Up: Musical Mixes from Roots to Jazz Gene Santoro
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The Good Housekeeping Illustrated Children's Cookbook , Marianne Zanzarella, 2006, Cooking, 166
pages. General information on kitchen safety and food preparation accompanies recipes for meals
from breakfast to dinner, as well as for snacks, drinks, and dessertsMax Havelaar, or, The coffee
auctions of a Dutch Trading Company , Multatuli, Roy Edwards, 1987, Fiction, 337 pages. Max
Havelaar - a Dutch civil servant in Java - burns with an insatiable desire to end the ill treatment
and oppression inflicted on the native peoples by the colonial download Stir it Up: Musical Mixes
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In the Sweet Kitchen The Definitive Baker's Companion, Regan Daley, 2001, Cooking, 692 pages.
Offers information on choosing and storing ingredients and equipment, modifying a recipe, and
selecting an accompaniment, and includes recipes for black chocolate espresso cakeThe Grey Tier
A Dead Celeb Mystery, Michele Scott, 2012, Fiction, 328 pages. What happens when a small town
girl moves to Hollywood to pursue her dreams and winds up in the middle of a murder
investigation, haunted by dead celebs, and sought after by Stir it Up: Musical Mixes from Roots to
Jazz 1997 0195098692, 9780195098693 Beyond the Light Barrier , Elizabeth Klarer, Jun 6, 2009,
Body, Mind & Spirit, . Beyond the Light Barrier is the autobiographical story of Elizabeth Klarer, a
South African woman and Akon, an astrophysicist from Meton, a planet of Proxima Centuri that, at
a Scott Freeman is a landscape photographer of rare ability. This book presents, for the first time,
a collection of over 100 of his finest photographs. These are exquisite and. An integrated set of 10
lessons for adult and young adult learners teaching English language communication skills that
corresponds to level C1 of the Common European Framework. Provides help for parents of autistic
children from early childhood through adulthood.
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The Most Important Building in Town , Garry Hurle, May 1, 1994, Public libraries, 54 pages. A little
dusky wood swallow gathers the birds and animals of the town to help save the public library
which the town council wants to closeCellular Trafficking of Cell Stress Proteins in Health and
Disease , Brian Henderson, A. Graham Pockley, Nov 19, 2012, SCIENCE, 310 pages. Since the
beginning of the 21st Century there has been a rapid increase in our understanding of the cellular
trafficking mechanisms of molecular chaperones in eukaryotes and in download Stir it Up: Musical
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Dragon's Egg , Shawn A. Snead, Jan 1, 2002, Juvenile Fiction, 224 pages. A classic Medieval
Fantasy of a young girl and her dragonAnd the Fans Roared with 2 CDs Recapture the Excitement
of Great Moments in Sports, Joe Garner, Bob Costas, Sep 1, 2002, Juvenile Nonfiction, 192 pages.
More than 40 spine-tingling sports broadcasts
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Studies in Child Development , Arnold Gesell, 2007, Psychology, 228 pages. PREFACE. THE Author
of this very practical treatise on Scotch Loch - Fishing desires clearly that it may be of use to all
who had it. He does not pretend to have writtenFavourite Poets , Brian Moses, Sarah Doughty,
2000, Poets, English, 32 pages
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Principles of modern physics , Robert B. Leighton, 1959, Science, 795 pagesTrespassing Through
Shadows Memory, Photography, and the Holocaust, Andrea Liss, 1998, Documentary photography,
152 pages. Art historian Andrea Liss examines the inherent difficulties and productive possibilities
of using photographs to bear witness, initiating a critical dialogue about the ways Electronics
technology fundamentals electron flow version, Robert T. Paynter, B. J. Toby Boydell, 2005, House
& Home, 1008 pages. Electronics Technology Fundamentals is a complete introduction to the
increasingly complex study of electronics. This text presents do circuits, ac circuits, and devices in
one
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Three Men in a Boat and Three Men on the Bummel , Jerome K. Jerome, Jul 2, 1998, Literary
Criticism, 368 pages. This is the only critical edition available of two of the most popular modern
classics in English literature. Three Men in a Boat describes a comic expedition by middle-
classWorld History, Volume II: Since 1500 , William Duiker, Jackson Spielvogel, Jan 3, 2006,
History, 624 pages. Noted teachers and scholars William J. Duiker and Jackson J. Spielvogel
present a balanced, highly readable overview of world history that explores common challenges
and download Stir it Up: Musical Mixes from Roots to Jazz 1997 0195098692, 9780195098693



Will Britain Survive Beyond 2020? , David Melding, Jul 9, 2009, Decentralization in government,
248 pages. This collection of essays starts with an examination of the Welsh nation, follows with
an analysis of the response of the Conservative Party and that of all parties toThe Homeopathic
Guide to Stress , Miranda Castro, Dec 31, 2003, Health & Fitness, 420 pages. Written in a clear and
engaging style, Homeopathic Remedies for Stress offers an introduction to homeopathy, with a
focus on stress. For more than four dozen specific emotional Stir it Up: Musical Mixes from Roots
to Jazz 193 pages Phosphate and Minerals in Health and Disease, Volume 128 , Eberhard Ritz,
1980, Science, 675 pages A syndicated newspaper columnist discusses his experiences and
changed attitudes during the twelve months that he functioned as a "househusband" while his wife
assumed the role. In this book, developed by a group of collaborating scholars in bioethics from
different European countries, an overview is given of the most salient themes in present-day.
Barney helps Baby Bop tell what time it is using Grandma Tick-Tock, a clock with movable hands.
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The Celtic Sources for the Arthurian Legend , Jon B. Coe, Jan 1, 1995, Arthurian romances, 201
pagesLeft Behind A Novel of the Earth's Last Days, Tim F. LaHaye, Jerry B. Jenkins, 1995, Fiction,
468 pages. After millions of people around the world vanish in one moment, in what many claim to
be the Rapture, Rayford Steele begins a search for the truth amidst global chaos Riders to the Sea
, John Millingt Synge, Oct 1, 2005, Drama, 48 pages. Large Format for easy reading. Although
from a middle-class Protestant background, Synge's writings are mainly concerned with the world
of the Roman Catholic peasants of rural Introduces sixty-six stories from the Old and New
Testaments, all paraphrased for little ones to comprehend.



Dead Bees and Dragonflies , Michael E. Leishear, 2005, Fiction, 380 pages. In trying to prepare his
children for life's struggles, an abusive father pushes them away. His wife's challenge is to hold the
family together despite her husband's increasingRED-HOT AND RIGHTEOUS , Diane Winston,
2000, History, 290 pages. Explores how the British evangelical movement, arriving in New York
City beginning in 1880, grew into the country's largest charitable fund-raiser America will be ,
Beverly Jeanne Armento, Houghton Mifflin Company, 1991, Education, 606 pages This book is a
rigorous, unified account of the fundamental principles of the density-functional theory of the
electronic structure of matter and its applications to atoms and.
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On Fiscal Policies, External Imbalances and Fundamental Equilibrium Exchange Rates , George
Alogoskoufis, 1989, Foreign exchange, 29 pagesEffective Project Management Traditional,
Adaptive, Extreme, Robert K. Wysocki, Rudd McGary, Aug 8, 2003, Computers, 504 pages. An
updated edition of the bestselling book on managing IT projects New topics introduced in this
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Legal Services Corporation inquiry into the activities of the California rural legal assistance program
and testimony relating to the merits of client co-pay : hearing before the Subcommittee on
Commercial and Administrative Law of the Committee on the Judiciary, House of Representatives,
One Hundred Eighth Congress, second session, March 31, 2004, United States. Congress. House.
Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on Commercial and Administrative Law, Jan 1, 2004,
Law, 163 pagesSoutheast Asia and the Law of the Sea Some Preliminary Observations on the
Political Geography of Southeast Asian Seas, Yong Leng Lee, 1980, Droit de la mer - Asie du Sud-
Est, 75 pages download Stir it Up: Musical Mixes from Roots to Jazz 0195098692, 9780195098693
Some Assembly Required , Eugene Stickland, Jun 27, 2002, Drama, 78 pages. Some Assembly
Required, Eugene Stickland's lighthearted but deeply moving portrayal of a dysfunctional family at
Christmas, was first produced in 1994 at Alberta Theatre The Prospectus Directive of 4 November
2003 sets the rules on the publication of a prospectus in the event that securities are offered to the
public or admitted to trading on a. Since ratification of the First Amendment in the late eighteenth
century, there has been a sea change in American life. When the amendment was ratified,
individuals were almost. Ce livre, Г l'usage des FranГ§ais qui aiment leur langue et des
Г©trangers qui Г©tudient le franГ§ais, Г pour but de faire dГ©couvrir les diffГ©rentes facettes
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Historical Archaeology Why the Past Matters, Barbara J. Little, 2007, Social Science, 207 pages.
What is historical archaeology and why is it important? Barbara Little addresses these key
questions for introductory students, covering the goals of historical archaeologicalFundamentals of
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e-Study Guide for: Economics of Strategy by David Besanko, ISBN 9780471679455 , Cram101
Textbook Reviews, Jan 1, 2013, Education, 38 pages. Never Highlight a Book Again! Just the
FACTS101 study guides give the student the textbook outlines, highlights, practice quizzes and
optional access to the full practice testsThe Oxford Illustrated History of the Vikings , Peter Sawyer,
1997, History, 298 pages. Covers the different geographical areas of the Viking world, and traces
the Viking story from the first raids on isolated coastal communities toward the end of the eighth
Clay , David Almond, Feb 6, 2014, Juvenile Fiction, 250 pages. With fascination, Davie and his
friend Geordie watch the arrival of a new boy, Stephen Rose, in their town. He seems to have
come from nowhere, and when he arrives to live with Stir it Up: Musical Mixes from Roots to Jazz
1997 Offers an explanation of the basic principles of Druidry, discussing its philosophy of honoring
the spirits of nature, and covering such topics as rites of passage, herbcraft.
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Leading Smart Transformation A Roadmap for World Class Government, Andrew Kakabadse,
Mohammad Omar Abdulla, Rabih Abouchakra, Ali Jawad, Mar 1, 2011, Business & Economics, 256
pages. In the turbulence of recent times, how we run corporations has been examined from every
angle. Corporations have proved adept at change; governments have stuck to establishedThrough
a Land of Extremes The Littledales of Central Asia, Elizabeth Clinch, Jan 1, 2011, Asia, Central, 379
pages. On August 4, 1895, at a 19,000 foot pass on the north side of Goring La in Tibet, only 48
miles from Lhasa, a 43-year-old Englishman, his 55-year-old wife, and a fox terrier
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Youth Sunday school for a new century , Chuck Gartman, 1999, Religion, 65 pagesSelections ,
David Hume, 1955, Philosophy, 401 pages



Multiscale Modelling of Damage and Fracture Processes in Composite Materials , Tomasz Sadowski,
2005, Computers, 309 pages. Various types of composites are used in engineering practice. The
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Education, 129 pages
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Capturing Angels , Virginia Andrews, Aug 2, 2012, Fiction, 384 pages. Grace is a happily married
mother of five-year-old Mary, whose loving and angelic demeanor charms everyone around her.
But in one tragic moment at a local shopping mall, GraceThe Path Through the Forest A Druid
Guidebook, Julie White, Graeme K. Talboys, Jun 21, 2005, Druids and druidism, 248 pages. This
new edition was written out of the need to provide an introduction to the Druid Way based on a
Celtic metaphysic. The authors bring a wide experience of druidic practice Stir it Up: Musical Mixes
from Roots to Jazz The Discipline of Teams A Mindbook-Workbook for Delivering Small Group
Performance, Jon R. Katzenbach, Douglas K. Smith, Mar 14, 2002, Business & Economics, 256
pages. An essential guide for any small group that must deliver team performance. With the
demand for project-oriented work and faster, more nimble responses, successful small-group
Offers recipes for preparing bean, appetizer, soup, meat, fish, poultry, vegetable, and dessert
items including pumpkin soup with shrimp and lime, shepherd's pie, vegetarian.
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White Papers of Japan , , 1987, Government publications, . Abstract of official reports and statistics
of the Japanese GovernmentBring on the Bad Guys Origins of Marvel Villains, Stan Lee, 1998,
Comics & Graphic Novels, 256 pages. A collection of graphic stories featuring some of the villainous
Marvel Comics characters, such as Doctor Doom, Mephisto and the Green Goblin Song Lee in Room
2B , Suzy Kline, Feb 1, 1999, Juvenile Fiction, 56 pages. For use in schools and libraries only.
Spring becomes a memorable time for Miss Mackle's second-grade classroom because of the antics
of Horrible Harry and the special insights
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program, Isabel L. Beck, Harcourt, Inc, Roger C. Farr, Dorothy S. Strickland, Jul 1, 2003, Language
Arts & DisciplinesImplementing Cisco IOS Network Security (IINS 640-554) Foundation Learning
Guide , Catherine Paquet, Nov 29, 2012, Computers, 784 pages. Implementing Cisco IOS Network
Security (IINS) Foundation Learning Guide Second Edition Foundation learning for the CCNA
Security IINS 640-554 exam Implementing Cisco IOS Stir it Up: Musical Mixes from Roots to Jazz
Gene Santoro 193 pages Essential SharePoint 2007 A Practical Guide for Users, Administrators and
Developers, Jeff Webb, Sep 11, 2007, Computers, 448 pages. If you're considering the vastly
improved 2007 version of SharePoint, this concise, practical and friendly guide will teach you how
to get the most from the latest version of Sometimes the choice is too hard to bear... Nikki Grant is
only nineteen when she discovers she's pregnant. Despite her parents' disappointment and anger,
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Typee , Herman Melville, Debra Doyle, 1997, Fiction, 391 pages. Retells the classic adventure story
of a sailor who jumps ship at a south sea island inhabited by cannibals, as a graphic novel with
study guideThe Stuart Age England, 1603-1714, Barry Coward, 2003, History, 562 pages. The
Stuart Age, Third Edition is the definitive history of England's century of civil war and revolution.
Barry Coward provides clear and accessible interpretations of the many Code of Federal
Regulations Title 40 Protection of Environment, Parts 63 (Sec. 63.6580-63.8830), Revised As of
July 1, 2007, U. s. Government Printing Office, 2007, Law, 437 pages. The Code of Federal
Regulations is a codification of the general and permanent rules published in the Federal Register
by the Executive departments and agencies of the United Presents step-by-step instructions on
how to create a Web site, covering such topics as securing a domain name, creating Web graphics,
using Dreamweaver, creating a business. Gregory of Nazianzus (329-390 C.E.) has had an
immeasurable influence on the Eastern and Western Christian traditions. Along with his homiletical,
ecclesiastical, and literary.
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Development, Dimitri Ypsilanti, 1989, Political Science, 277 pages
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